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The Seabrooks is the first book in a three-part saga that I am writing. This three-part saga chronicles and
depicts the Seabrook family as they struggle to maintain their position of neutrality in the Revolutionary
War. The entire family, which consists of Betty, Henry, and John, is convicted to their well-entrenched views
toward the war; that is that they wish for the war to end as quickly and peacefully as possible, and with the
least amount of bloodshed and property damage as possible. And most important of all, they want to stay
completely out of the entire affair. But they are tested by loyalists and patriots alike, and they have to resist
temptations, pressures, and other factors that attempt to sway their opinions and ideologies. That is to say,
both loyalists (as well as the British) and patriots want the neutralists to join their side because they both
knew that it was the neutralists that held the balance of power, and thus, they held the key to victory. The
Seabrooks are subjected to a series of events that test the integrity of their neutrality and their resolve to stay
neutral. But eventually, a very significant event impacts the entire family and causes them to reassess their
ideologies and political views in regards to the war. The saga focuses on the life of John Seabrook, who is
the only son and child of Henry and Betty Seabrook. They are a strong and morally upright family, and they
portray a typical and traditional family that was common during the Revolutionary War era. They are
members of the roughly one third of the colonial Americans who wished to remain neutral in the war. These
"neutralists" as I call them, took on a political view that emphasized not only staying uninvolved throughout
the war, but they also desired a swift, bloodless, and peaceful resolution to the conflict; perhaps nowadays,
one might refer to them as "pacifists"
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From reader reviews:

Katherine Wilcoxon:

Here thing why this kind of The Seabrooks are different and trusted to be yours. First of all studying a book
is good nonetheless it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as delicious as food or not.
The Seabrooks giving you information deeper as different ways, you can find any publication out there but
there is no guide that similar with The Seabrooks. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your eyes
about the thing which happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. You can actually
bring everywhere like in park your car, café, or even in your way home by train. In case you are having
difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of The Seabrooks in e-book can be your option.

Nicholas Buchanan:

This The Seabrooks are usually reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The
reason of this The Seabrooks can be on the list of great books you must have will be giving you more than
just simple examining food but feed anyone with information that perhaps will shock your prior knowledge.
This book will be handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions in e-book and printed
kinds. Beside that this The Seabrooks giving you an enormous of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving
you trial run of critical thinking that we all know it useful in your day exercise. So , let's have it and revel in
reading.

Thomas Baxter:

Reading a book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With reading through you can get a
lot of information that will give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can share their
idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their particular reader with their
story as well as their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the publications. But also they write
about the ability about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
children, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors these days always try to improve their
proficiency in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write for their book. One of them is
this The Seabrooks.

Tanya Caggiano:

The actual book The Seabrooks has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you make sure to read this book you
can get a lot of advantage. The book was written by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research
prior to write this book. This specific book very easy to read you can find the point easily after reading this
book.
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